
STANDARD KAMEEZ/BLOUSE MEASUREMENT

BOTTOM MEASUREMENT

FIT OPTION

MEASUREMENT

FORM

AROUND BUST

Inches

Take this measurement 
over the fullest part of the 
bust and across the widest 
part of the back. The 
measuring tape should go 
horizontally all around your 
body.

AROUND ABOVE WAIST

Inches

To locate your waistline, tie a 
narrow string around the waist 
and let it settle into the natural 
waistline as you bend to the le 
and to the right. Take the 
measurement along the 
stringline.

AROUND HIP

Inches

Measure around the fullest 
part of your hips. Take a full 
circle of your hips with the 
measuring tape. Allow a 
index finger to enter between 
the tape and your waist.

BLOUSE LENGTH
/KAMEEZ LENGTH

Inches

Start at the center of the 
shoulder and measure 
straight down to the point till 
where you want your 
Kameez/Blouse. While taking 
this measurement make sure 
that the tape passes over the 
cencenter of the bust.

FRONT NECK DEPTH

Inches

Start from the top of the 
shoulder, that is your neck 
joint, and measure till your 
cleavage, to the point 
where you want your 
kameez neck to end.

BACK NECK DEPTH

Inches

Measure from the neck 
joint to the center of your 
back and choose how deep 
you would like the back of 
the kameez to be.

SLEEVE LENGTH

Inches

Start measuring from the 
edge of the shoulder and 
measure down the arm 
until you have the desired 
sleeve length.

AROUND ARM

Inches

Wrap and measure the 
around the fullest part of 
your bicep.

NECK STYLE Choose from a variety of neck styles like Classic Round, 
Armband, Classic V, Mandarin, Halter, Sphagetti and many 
more. Select your style while submitting measurements 
on Udesign. 

SLEEVE STYLE Choose from a variety of sleeve styles like Sleeveless, 
Armlength, 3/4th, Extra Slim, Cap Sleeve, Elbow Sleeve  
and many more. Select your style while submitting 
measurements on Udesign. 

BOTTOM STYLEChoose from a variety of Bottom styles like Salwar, Churidar 
and Pant. Select your style while submitting measurements 
on Udesign. 

AROUND WAIST Place a tape measure 
around your bare stomach 
just above the upper hip 
bone.Inches

AROUND BOTTOM The round area on the 
bottoms of trouser legs.

Inches

AROUND THIGH Measure around the fullest 
part of your thigh.

Inches

BOTTOM LENGTH Measure from your waist to 
your desired length.

Inches

AROUND KNEE Measure around the knee 
little loosely.

Inches

AROUND CALF Measure the girth around 
the largest part of the calf.

Inches

WAIST CLOSING WITH

Drawstring Zip Only Back
Elastic

All Around
Elastic

WAIST CLOSING SIDE

Front Side

Keep this form filled up and ready while you are submitting your measurements on UDesign


